Produktinformation

www.kikusinteraktiv.org

Target Groups

Children (+ Parents) | Kindergarten Teachers | Teachers at Schools,
Language Teachers (DaF, DaZ, Alpha u.a.) | Self-learning

Language
Options

German, English, Spanish, Polish |
Arabic, Slovak, Czech, Turkish, Xhosa

User Languages

German, English, Spanish, Polish

Technical
Information

EXE File for Windows (download only);
Various Annual Licences

Technical
Requirements

PC | PC + Projector / Interactive Whiteboard | Headphones / Speaker,
Microphone
Screen Resolution at least 1024x768 pixels

Additional
Materials

KIKUS Picture Cards, KIKUS Mini Picture Card Worksheets,
KIKUS German Complete Edition (CD-ROM)

Product
Website

www.kikusinteraktiv.org

Zentrum für kindliche Mehrsprachigkeit e.V.
Bergmannstr. 46 | 80339 München | Tel +49-(0)89-50 80 88 23 | info@kikus.org | www.kikus.org

KIKUS interaktiv is a Language-Learning Software that helps beginners from 3 to 99 years to learn
a language in a playful way. It can be used on any PC and in combination with a projector or an
interactive whiteboard. This means that it can be used at home, in the classroom or in any other
location.
It is built on the KIKUS Picture Cards and the KIKUS Mini Picture Card Worksheets., which have
been tried and tested many times in practice. They include a basic vocabulary of 240 words
(nouns, verbs, prepositions, adjectives, etc.). KIKUS interaktiv currently provides this basic
vocabulary in 9 different languages. All items can be depicted in their basic form in writing and
they can be listened to as well.
In addition, you can integrate your own cards using a Card Editor (picture, written word and
sound). In this way you have the opportunity to compile vocabulary on certain topics together
with the learners (e.g. technical vocabulary), which is also relevant for vocational schools. Then
the learners, the children and possibly their parents are asked to add the new vocabulary in their
own languages. In this way, interactive learning takes place at different levels.
KIKUS interaktiv includes a Creative Area, in which you can design your own exercises, and a
Games Area with prepared games (vocabulary building and grammar). There are four user
languages to choose from.
KIKUS interaktiv was developed with multilingualism didactics in mind. For example,

teachers can combine activities for the second language German with the individual first
languages of the learners that they “bring along” to the exercise. This promotes language
awareness and empathy among all learners. Using KIKUS interaktiv, parents have the
opportunity to support the children at home - and to learn along with them.

Example:

